Motivation
Unloading boxes from delivery trucks occurs frequently in warehouse settings. Manual truck unloading takes time and can physically injure employees. Automating this process with a robot can make truck unloading quicker and safer.

Existing Approaches
- Planning under uncertainty
- Reinforcement learning

Technical Challenges
The physical interactions between boxes create a stochastic environment. Boxes vary greatly in size and mass, and box configurations in a truck depend on how a truck was packed.

Approach
Self-supervised learning using immediate reward optimization

Robot Actions:
- Pick left low, pick left mid, pick left high
- Pick right low, pick right mid, pick right high
- Sweep

Feature extraction for a given scene

Experiments
4 environments used: A1, A2, B1, and B2. A1 and B1 were used for training. A2 and B2 were used for evaluation.

Discussion
- Our approach outperforms a planning under uncertainty approach for structured environments
- Our approach performs similarly to a planning under uncertainty approach for unstructured environments
- Our approach is simpler and more computationally efficient than a planning under uncertainty approach
- Our approach works well since the problem space is bounded by the walls of the truck

Future Work
Multiclass cost-sensitive classification. In this work, we weighted the training data points based on the differences between the top two action rewards for a given scene. We would like to expand on this further by defining the classifier’s loss as a function of the difference between the optimal action reward and predicted action reward.

Feature engineering. We used features similar to those used in the previous planning under uncertainty approach. These features do not seem to be informative for classification between task-level actions. Further work needs to be done in order to determine the proper feature representation for this problem.
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